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Alexandre Kantorow, poet of the piano, plus the pick of January’s

classical concerts
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At the Southbank Centre, Kantorow – the �rst French pianist to win Moscow's

Tchaikovsky competition – held a capacity audience spellbound

By Ivan Hewett, CHIEF CLASSICAL MUSIC CRITIC and Mark Brown

30 January 2022 • 1:05pm

Alexandre Kantorow, Southbank Centre ★★★★☆
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The world still loves a proper romantic pianist, as was shown last night by the response to

Alexandre Kantorow, a 22-year-old Frenchman with the requisite soulful looks and

tempestuous hair. Every other concert I’ve been to this year has had the kind of patchy

attendance that suggests audiences are still staying away, put o� by pandemic nerves.

This one was full to capacity.

Kantorow’s reputation precedes him: barely seen before in this country, he is the �rst

Frenchman to win not only of the gold medal at the lustrous Tchaikovsky competition in

Moscow, but also the Grand Prix, an extra accolade awarded only three times in the

competition’s history. In this 90-minute concert, played without a break, he performed a

programme that mixed force ten gales with moody nocturnal dreams, heaven-storming

onrush and, at the beginning, in Liszt’s enthralling Après une lecture de Dante (After

Reading Dante), a strong whi� of sulphur.

In this mingled vision of hell and heaven it soon became clear that Kantorow is not one of

those pianists who make you aware of their dazzling technique. He played the di�culties

in an almost careless way, transforming them into pure gesture so they became vehicles

of a poetic intention. The fast passagework which in a more conventional performance

would be “glittering” here was full of interesting half-lights. Even in the most

tempestuous parts Kantorow kept the bass light, which gave the whole piece a thrilling

airborne quality.

However there were moments later in the concert, particularly in Brahms’s arrangement

of Bach’s mighty Chaconne for solo violin, where Kantorow conjured an earth-shaking

bass and tone. And although romantic ardour and tragedy seemed to be his natural

element, he played the lovely slow movement of Schumann’s rarely-heard First Sonata

with a delicious dreamy tenderness, withdrawing by degrees so the piece seemed to

dematerialise rather than actually ending. In Scriabin’s Vers la Flamme (Towards the

Flame) he achieved the opposite, creating the sense of music emerging from darkness,

gathering light and energy, until at the very end it hurls itself at the in�nite – an e�ect

rarely achieved as well as it was here.

As with all genuinely original artists, you have to accept Kantorow’s idiosyncrasies won’t

always chime with your own view of a piece. The Scherzo of Schumann’s sonata had a

touch of diabolic distortion which seemed odd to me, and to Bach’s Chaconne he gave too

much transcendental cloudiness for my taste. But in the main this was a tremendous

recital, which pulled you into four very di�erent expressive worlds while giving a strong

sense of the single personality that shaped them. At the end, the ecstatic crowd called

Kantorow back for two encores, including his own transcription of the �nal wedding
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scene of Stravinsky’s Firebird, topped at the close with wild glissandi up and down the

keyboard. Once again, pure gesture turned into poetry. IH

A quartet for the End of Time: this day-long programme at the Barbican was revelatory CREDIT: Mark Allan

Music for the End of Time, Barbican ★★★★★

At a time when so many musical institutions seem determined to o�er cheerful fare to

rouse us from the lockdown blues, the BBC Symphony Orchestra has bravely de�ed the

trend. On Sunday, it o�ered a whole day of music performed in the Nazi concentration

camp of Theresienstadt (or Terezín, to give it its Bohemian name), where tens of

thousands of Jewish men, women and children were held for months before being

transported to the death-camps.

If you think that sounds like a recipe for uninterrupted sorrow and agony, you’d be

wrong. The mood of these three concerts was, in fact, never one of lament – apart from a

single piece composed decades later, the sombre Lacrimosa from the Requiem for Terezín

by Sylvie Borodová. During the mid-afternoon concert of vocal music led by the BBC

Singers, this piece was performed with piercing expressivity by baritone Simon Wall�sch

(who also devised a deeply moving sequence of readings between the pieces) and a string

quartet from the Guildhall School of Music.


